
SHELL DINING CHAIR

Thank you for purchasing the Bowl Table.
This page lists all the contents included in the box.
Please take time to identify the hardware as well as the
individual components of this product. As you unpack
and prepare for assembly, place the contents on a
carpeted or padded area to protect them from damage.

Clean surfaces with a soft damp cloth. Do not use
abrasive cleaners. It is recommended to use
coasters to protect surface from heat and water.

components

cleaning & care

1 - top panel 3 - legs

Carefully position tabletop upside down onto clean, padded
surface as shown. Insert threaded studs of each leg into
corresponding holes of tabletop. Turn each leg clockwise to
secure. Position unit upright.
Assembly is now complete.

leg

tabletop

1

DESIGN   CRAFTMANSHIP    ETHICS

Thank you for purchasing the Shell Dining Chair.
This page lists all the contents included in the box. Please 
take time to identify the hardware as well as the individual 
components of this product. As you unpack and prepare for 
assembling, place the contents on a carpeted or padded area 
to protect them from damage

Components

Cleaning & Care

Use a soft damp cloth for regular cleaning 
Polish the leather with a dry cloth

Never soak the leather and avoid all chemical products
Protect the leather from direct sunlight, sharp objects and 
excessive heat. 

  

Leather Seat Oak Frame

4 x screw
8 x ring

Carefully position the shell seat upside down onto a clean and padded surface 
Place the legs on top of the seating - make sure the holes in the frame match the holes in the seating 
Place the plastic rings around the srews before assembling the frame to the seating
We advice using 1 or 2 rings to tighten the screw without damaging the leather seat
NB. Make sure the screws are not pressing on the inside of the leather seating, as this might damage the leather 


